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Introduction: Schedule25 and 25E  

Schedule25 is a bulk classroom scheduling software system for the HP 
3000 from Universal Algorithms, Inc. Schedule25 quickly and 
automatically assigns rooms to classes using a unique and powerful 
optimization algorithm. This algorithm maximizes the number of classes 
placed while considering room characteristics, class size, and department 
location preferences.  

25E is a supplementary program to Schedule25. It is a multi-user online 
scheduling system for the HP 3000 that determines suitable space for one-
at-a-time bookings of both academic and non-academic events, such as 
faculty meetings, makeup exams, student activities, and athletic events. 
Schedule25 room placement information can be fed directly into 25E to 
become the starting database for all other campus scheduling. 25E can 
provide valuable space information for administrators, faculty, maintenance 
personnel, and so on. There is a limit of five 25E users logged on at any 
one time.  

You can use Schedule25 with or without 25E. Use 25E by itself if you 
only need to schedule events into rooms that are not used as classroom 
space.  

Note: Once the Re-Hosting Project is complete, 25E will be replaced with R25 
and 25E will no longer be accessible on the HP3000. 
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 Typical scheduling process 

The following chart illustrates the process for using Schedule25, the 
Student Management System, and 25E to efficiently schedule classes on 
your campus. A step-by-step description of the process begins on the 
following page. 
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Running Schedule25 successfully 
Complete these steps for a successful Schedule25 run:  

 1  Create or update all campus profile files (Physical Features, 
Partitions, Rooms, Departments) using R25 (Resource25).  

 2  Copy Schedule25 campus profiles files from R25. You can either 
copy the profiles from R25 to a floppy disk or you may be able to 
copy the files from R25 directly to Schedule25 if the file path and 
name are not too long.    

 3  Upload the campus profile files from the disk into Schedule25 on the 
HP 3000 using the Campus Profile Send (PC to Host) command on 
the Schedule25 Campus Profile Menu (see page 8).  

 4  Run job group SG170R (Schedule25 Room Assignment) for the 
appropriate year/quarter to create the DATAIN.DAT file to run 
through Schedule25.  

The parameters you use when scheduling this job group depend on 
if you want Schedule25 to assign rooms, if you pre-assign all rooms 
in SMS, or if you pre-assign some rooms and let Schedule25 assign 
the rest. See the job scheduling documentation for job group 
SG170R on page 28.  

 5  Choose Run Schedule25 from the Schedule25 main menu (see page 
13).   

 6  Review the Schedule25 diagnostic file. Correct any class record 
errors in SMS. Correct any campus profile errors in R25.   

 7  If you corrected class records in step 6, run job group SG170R 
(Schedule25 Room Assignment) again. If you changed the campus 
profile in R25 in step 6, you must upload the profiles into 
Schedule25 (step 3). 

Note: You can run SG170R and Schedule25 multiple times during your 
class scheduling process. You are less likely to become over-
whelmed by a large number of errors if you regularly check for and 
correct errors as you go. Just be sure that you do not run job 
IS1205J (Update Schedule25 Room Assignment; see step 10) until 
after you have found and corrected all errors. 

 Repeat steps 5 through 7 until there are no errors reported in the 
diagnostic file. 
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 8  Review the Schedule25 reports other than the diagnostic file (see 
page 14). Based on the reports, make any necessary changes. In 
order to minimize the number of classes that are “losers” or 
“impossibles,” you can modify class records in SMS or campus 
profile files in R25.   
 
If you change class records, be sure to rerun job group SG170R 
(Schedule25 Room Assignment). If you change the campus profile 
file, you must upload the profiles from R25 into Schedule25 (step 3). 

 9  Once you are sure that you are satisfied with the output of 
Schedule25, run job IS1205J (Update Schedule25 Room 
Assignment), which uploads Schedule25’s room assignments to the 
SM database. 

10 Load the output of Schedule25 into 25E. (See the 25E Manager 
Training user guide, available from the CIS.) 

11 You can now use 25E to find rooms for any remaining “losers” or 
“impossibles.” As 25E finds a room for a class, be sure to manually 
update the appropriate record in SMS. 
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 Schedule25 Campus Profile Menu 

This menu provides access to functions and processes created by the CIS 
that make it easier to use the files and data associated with Schedule25. 

 

Select the first item on this menu—Schedule25 Edit Menu—when you 
want to double check that your campus profiles or DATAIN.DAT file is 
correct. See page 6 for more information. 

Use item 2 on this menu—Campus Profile Receive (Host to PC) Menu—to 
download your campus profile files from the HP 3000 to your PC. Item 3—
Campus Profile Send (PC to Host)—is how you upload the campus profile 
files from your PC to the HP 3000. More information about downloading 
and uploading campus profiles begins on page 7.  

You use items 4 and 5 on this menu to move the DATAIN.DAT file 
between the HP 3000 and your PC (see page 10).  

Items six and seven are used only by the CIS.  

Select item 8 to display the main Schedule25 menu (see page 13), which 
you use to run the room assignment process as well as view and print 
various Schedule25 reports. 
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 Schedule25 Edit Menu 

The Schedule25 Edit Menu provides a way to view your campus profile 
files and the DATAIN.DAT file to make sure they are correct.  
 
You should not use any of these screens to make changes to these files. If 
you see problems when viewing any of the college profile files (items 1 
through 4), correct them in R25. If you see any problems in the class 
schedule (item 6), correct them in SMS.    
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 Downloading and Uploading Campus Profiles 

You use the second and third items on the Schedule25 Campus Profile 
Menu (see page 5) to transfer campus profile files between your PC and the 
HP 3000. 

Campus Profile Receive (Host to PC) Menu 
When you select the second item on the Schedule25 Campus Profile Menu, 
the following menu is displayed: 

 

Use the commands on this menu to download campus profile files from the 
HP 3000 to your PC or to a floppy disk. You can download individual files 
or, with item 6, you can download all the files at once. Normally, the only 
time you need to download these files is if you have lost the floppy disk 
where you store your profiles.      
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When you select items 1 through 5, the following prompt is displayed. At 
the prompt, type the complete path and filename of the file you want to 
download, for example, A:PHYS.S25   

 

Campus Profile Send (PC to Host) 
This command is how you upload campus profile files from your PC to the 
HP 3000. When you select the third item on the Schedule25 Campus 
Profile Menu, the following prompt is displayed: 
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When you initiate the upload process, you are prompted to type a filename 
for each of the following profile files, in order: 

1. PHYS.dat    
2. PART.dat 
3. DEPTS.dat 
4. ROOMS.dat 
5. CTRL.dat 
6. PARTNUM.dat (No longer used: see Note, below.) 
7. PHYSNUM.dat (No longer used: see Note, below.) 

 

In response to each prompt, type the path and filename, for example,  
A: PHYS.S25  Note that, because of the way the prompts are displayed, it 
is easy to lose your place when typing this series of filenames. Therefore, 
we recommend that you create a written list of the seven filenames before 
you begin the upload process. To avoid confusion, check off each name on 
the list as you type it.  

Note: If you mis-type any of the filenames during this process, we suggest that 
you press Enter to move through the remaining prompts and then start over. 
Files 6 and 7, PARTNUM.dat and PHYSNUM.dat, are no longer used. 
Press Enter when prompted for these files.  
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 Downloading and Uploading the DATAIN File 

You use the fourth and fifth items on the Schedule25 Campus Profile Menu 
(see page 5) to transfer the DATAIN.DAT file between your PC and the 
HP 3000.  
 
An example of when you might use these commands is if you are working 
on scheduling for two quarters at the same time. For example, you could 
download the DATAIN.DAT file for the summer quarter to a disk and then 
work on scheduling for the fall quarter. When you run job group SG170R 
(Schedule25 Room Assignment) for the fall quarter, the DATAIN.DAT file 
for the summer quarter will be overwritten. But, once you are finished 
working on the fall quarter, you can then upload the summer quarter 
DATAIN.DAT file back to the HP 3000 (which overwrites the fall quarter 
DATAIN.DAT file) and continue work on summer scheduling.  

Class Schedule Receive (Host to PC)  
When you select Class Schedule Receive, the following prompt is 
displayed: 
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Class Schedule Send (PC to Host)  
When you select Class Schedule Receive, the following prompt is 
displayed: 
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Schedule25 Menus 

When you select item 8 from the Schedule25 Campus Profile Menu (see 
page 5), the main Schedule25 menu is displayed: 

 

You select item 1 on this menu when you are ready to run Schedule25.  

When you run Schedule25, a file validation process takes place before the 
algorithm that actually assigns rooms is run. See page 23 for information 
about the file validation process and the most common diagnostic error 
messages that it generates. 
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 Viewing or Printing Schedule25 Reports 

You use the second and third items on the main Schedule25 menu to view 
or print the diagnostic file and other reports generated by the program. You 
might find it easier to view these reports on the screen and only print a 
report if there are a large number of errors for you to correct. 

When you select Browse Reports, the following menu is displayed. 

 

When you select Print Reports, the following menu is displayed: 
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Using Schedule25 with Course 
Management 

The Course Management process is described in a separate document, 
Course Management Overview, that is available from the CIS. Course 
Management includes special fields and other modifications that provide an 
interface with Schedule25.  

The following Course Management screens contain the RM ASSGN TYP 
field, which is used to identify a specific room assignment code in 
Schedule25: 

• Course Catalog (CM3001)  

• Course Schedule (IS1001)  

• Class Schedule (IS1002)  

• Class Construction (IS1004)  

• Construction Room/Instructor (IS1005)  

• Alternate Room/Instructor (IS1015)  

• Course Construction (IS1018)  

See page 21 for more information about the different types of room 
assignment codes and their uses. 
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 Course Management Screens Used in Schedule25 

The following course management screens have been developed for use 
with Schedule25. These screens identify specific features and partitions for 
particular courses or classes. Use of these screens is optional. 

Course Features (CM3006) 
Course Partitions (CM3007)  
Use these screens in conjunction with the Course Catalog screen (CM3001): 
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Class Features (IS1023) 
Class Partitions (IS1024)  
Use these screens in conjunction with the Class Schedule screen (IS1002): 
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Alternate Room/Instructor Features 
(IS1025) 
Alternate Room/Instructor Partitions 
(IS1026)  
Use these screens in conjunction with the Alternate Room/Instructor screen 
(IS1015): 
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Class Construction Features (IS1027) 
Class Construction Partitions (IS1028)  
Use these screens in conjunction with the Class Construction screen 
(IS1004): 
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Construction Room/Instructor Features 
(IS1031) 
Construction Room/Instructor Partitions 
(IS1032)  
Use these screens in conjunction with the Construction Room/Instructor 
screen (IS1005): 
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Using Room Assignment Type Codes 

You should have a good understanding of the various room assignment 
codes so that you will be able to read the diagnostic file generated by 
Schedule25 (see page 23). Familiarity with these codes will also help you 
code your class information so that Schedule25 will be more likely to find 
rooms appropriate for the greatest number of classes. 

Room Assignment Type Codes 

Code Description S25 25E 

AXM Allows classes to exist in the same room at the same time, for 
example, computer labs or coordinated studies. 

X X 

ASM Pre-assigned classes. X X 

HSM 
VSM 

HSM is the lead cluster; VSM is the code for the other 
clustered classes. 

X X 

NSM Needs to have a room assigned. X X 

WSM Unassigned clustered class; must follow the related NSM, 
1SM, or 5SM record. 

X X 

RSM Used to schedule the same room for back-to-back times; must 
follow the related NSM record. 

X X 

NXM 
RXM 

Needs to have room assigned with a class that is conflicting. X X 

1SM Has a preferred room name entered, but if the room is booked 
will look at the department preference. 

X X 

1XM 
RXM 

Has a preferred room entered and will assign the conflicting 
RXM record the same room, but if the room is already booked, 
will look at the department preference to assign both classes. 

X X 

5SM Assigned using 25E or pre-assigned by a previous 
Schedule25 run. 

X X 

5XM Converted from NSM or RXM record after room is assigned by 
a Schedule25 run. 

X X 

DSM Delete this even record/room assignment. X X 

SSM Used to load the actual enrollment counts into 25E after 
registration has occurred; allows the entry of a larger 
headcount than the room capacity. 

 X 
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Reading the Diagnostic Report 

Schedule25 generates diagnostic messages when it encounters record errors 
during the file validation process that precedes the actual running of the 
assignment algorithm. 

1. Schedule25 first validates the syntax and sequence numbering of the 
campus profile files in the following order: 

a. Physical features 
b. Campus partitions 
c. Control file 
d. Rooms file 
e. Departments file 

You should not have any syntax and sequence numbering problems 
when using R25 to create and modify your profiles. 

2. Schedule25 then validates the DATAIN class descriptor file and 
generates a diagnostic message for any error conditions encountered. 

3. If there are errors in the Class Descriptor file, Schedule25 checks the 
“Minimum Correct Input Fraction” parameter in the Control file. If the 
percentage of correct records is less than the percentage specified in the 
Control file, it halts the run before any classes are assigned rooms. (The 
default is set to 50% correct. If your college needs to have it set lower, 
contact the CIS.) 

If there are no errors in the class descriptor file, Schedule25 initiates the 
assignment algorithm to assign the appropriate classrooms. 
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 Common Diagnostic Messages 

 

?? ROOM PROFILE: ROOM NAME IS NOT UNIQUE 

Meaning: The room name of a record in the rooms.dat file is not unique.  
Two or more room profiles have the same room names. 

To correct: Edit the room name in the indicated record so it is unique.  
Schedule25 only looks at non-blank characters in the room name in 
determining whether the room name is unique or not.  For example, 
Schedule25 does not consider “610 NEW TON” to be different from 
“610NEWTON”. 

?? DEPT PROFILE: THE KEY SPECIFIED IS NOT UNIQUE 

Meaning: Two or more key records in the depts.dat file contain the same 
non-blank characters in columns 1 through 6. 

To correct: Edit the depts.dat file so each department has a unique 
abbreviation key. 

?? A BLANK RECORD IS IN THIS SET 

Meaning: There is a blank line with a carriage return at the end somewhere 
in the DATAIN file.  This may occur if you made some corrections to the 
DATAIN file in Word; the error is usually  at the top or the bottom of the 
file. 

To correct: View the DATAIN file in Word; check to see where the extra 
carriage returns are or where a blank line at the top or bottom of the file 
are.  Remove the extra carriage returns, save as a text file and upload the 
DATAIN file back into Schedule25. 

?? THE CONTENTS OF THE NAME FIELD DO NOT MATCH ANY 
NAMES IN THE ROOM DATABASE 

Meaning: The room name designated in an ASM, AXM, HSM or VSM 
record is not in the rooms.dat file. 

To correct: Make sure the rooms specified are profiled in the rooms.dat 
profile.  Make your corrections using R25. 
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?? THERE IS NO H-TYPE RECORD WHICH HAS THE SAME DAYS, 
TIME, START/FINISH WEEK, AND ROOMNAME AS THIS V-TYPE 
RECORD 

Meaning: There is not a lead cluster record with the same placement 
request as this associated cluster class.  This could mean the classes in the 
cluster are not on the same days and at the same time or the cluster is not 
created. 

To correct: Ensure the class information is correct and make any 
corrections to SMS and re-run the SG170R to create a new DATAIN file. 

?? THERE IS NO V-TYPE RECORD WHICH HAS THE SAME DAYS, 
TIME, START/FINISH WEEK, AND ROOMNAME AS THIS H-TYPE 
RECORD 

Meaning: There is no associated cluster class with the same placement 
request as this lead cluster class.  There may be a Cluster Id entered on 
SMS, but in the Cluster record, there are no classes associated with this 
Cluster Id. 

To correct: Ensure the class information is correct and make any 
corrections to SMS and re-run the SG170R to create a new DATAIN file. 

?? THESE CLASSES INDICATE A TIME CONFLICT… ASSIGNMENT 
TO THE FIRST ONE NOT MADE 

Meaning: Two classes have been pre-assigned to the same room that have 
the same or overlapping times.  The second class listed received the pre-
assignment.  The first class listed was not assigned to that or any room. 

To correct: If these two classes should be assigned to the same room, 
make them both AXM in SMS.  If these two classes should not be assigned 
to the same room, remove the pre-assigned room from one of the classes or 
both of the classes in SMS.  You will need to re-run SG170R to create a 
new DATAIN file. 

?? BEGIN DATE CANNOT BE GREATER THAN END DATE 

Meaning: The begin date specified in the DATAIN file is later that 
specified end date. 

To correct: Usually this is a typo in the class record or the construction 
file.  Make the correction in SMS and re-run the job group SG170R to 
create a new DATAIN file. 
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?? DATE SPAN XXX TO XXX EXCEEDS LIMIT SPECIFIED IN 
CONTROL FILE 

Meaning: The date span specified in the DATAIN file is greater than the 
Number of Weeks in Term defined in the Control file.  We have set the 
default to be 30 weeks. 

To correct: Ensure that date span specified in the class record or the 
construction record is correct.  If the number of weeks spanned by the 
longest class in the DATAIN is more than 30 weeks, contact the CIS. 

?? VALID M-RECORD DOES NOT PRECEDE THIS XXX-RECORD 

Meaning: An invalid M record precedes this record. 

• WSM records can only be preceded by NSM, 1SM, or 5SM records 

• RSM records can only be preceded by NSM or 1SM records 

• RXM records can only be preceded by NXM or 1XM records 

• VSM records can only be preceded by HSM records 

To correct: Ensure the class information for this class in SMS is correct.  
Make any corrections to SMS and re-run SG170R to create a new 
DATAIN file. 
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Appendix A: Job Documentation 

This appendix contains documentation for the SMS jobs and job groups 
associated with Schedule25. This documentation is also available on the 
CIS Web site  
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SG170R: Schedule25 Room Assignment  
Create class description data for Schedule25 room scheduling.  

 
Special Instructions None  
Operator Instructions (If the History option was selected, a tape mount is required)  

Job Group Definition 
 

Req/ 
Opt Seq # 

Prior 
Seq # 

Job 
Number Description/Reports 

R 01 00 IS1201J Class Schedule Extract  
 

R 02 01 IS1118J S25/25E Ctrl File Modification 
 

R 03 02 IS1119J Schedule25 Extract  
Rejected Class List (IS1119) 
 

R 04 03 IS1299J Purge Course Extract/Sort Files  

Parameters 
 

ADMIN-UNIT-LINE A maximum of 15 administrative units may be selected separated by a comma or a 
space. 
Blank = Extract all administrative units ## = Extracts blank administrative units 
@X = Extracts records with the second position of administrative unit = variable 
X, regardless of the contents of the first position X@ = Extracts records with the 
first position of administrative unit = variable x, regardless of the contents of the 
second position 
XX = Specific administrative units of value = XX  

CTRL-FILE-OPT This option determines whether to use the control file that uses upper/lower case 
days of the week abbreviations or upper case days of the week abbreviations. 
Coding: 
1 = Upper/lower case days of the week abbreviations. Use this option for 
Schedule25 to 25e interface. 
2 = Upper case days of the week abbreviations. Use this option for Schedule25 to 
Resource25 interface. 

EMPL-STAT-LINE Enter up to 10 employment status codes, each separated by a comma or a space. 
Leave blank to select all employment status codes.  

EXCLUDE-STAT-1 Option to exclude records with Section Status 1 - "X" or "Z". 
Y = Exclude SECT-STAT1=X or Z 
N = Include SECT-STAT1=X or Z  

FND-SRC-LINE Up to 10 funding source codes may be selected, each separated by a space: 
BLANK = Extracts all FND-SRC # = Extracts blank FND-SRC 
X = Extracts selected FND-SRC  

IS1119-CLUSTER Enter code for determining cluster capacity. 
1 = Use CLUSTER ENR for cluster size. 
2 = Use CLUSTER-CAP for cluster size. 
Blank = Do not use cluster for determining capacity.  
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IS1119-ENR-CD Enter enrollment code for seating capacity. 
1 = CLASS-ENR 
2 = CLASS-CAP 
Blank = CLASS-CAP  

IS1119-NEW-ASSGN Override room assignment code. 
DSM = Delete class from 25E schedule. 
SSM = Update 25E enrollment capacity. 
NSM = Need schedule for all classes. 
Blank = do not override.  

IS1119-TIME-FRMT Enter time format preference. 
C = Civilian (AM/PM) 
M = Military (24:00)  

IS1201-OPT Record selection from one of the following: 
1 = Class Schedule 
2 = Class Schedule and History 
3 = Construction  

IS1217S-TAPE-NUM Volume Number of the Course Schedule History 
Tape. Enter only if IS1201-OPT=2.  

ITM-NUM-LINE1 
ITM-NUM-LINE2 
ITM-NUM-LINE3 

On each line up to 6 item number ranges may be entered; each item range is to be 
separated with a comma or a space (i.e., 00010099,03010302). If left blank, all 
item numbers will be selected.  

TIME-LOC-LINE Up to 15 time location codes may be selected, each separated by a space: 
BLANK = Extracts all TIME-LOC # = Extracts blank TIME-LOC 
X = Extracts selected TIME-LOC  

YRQ-LINE A maximum of 4 Year-Quarters may be selected in the following format: XXXX 
XXXX XXXX XXXX  
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IS1205J: Update Schedule25 Room Assignment 
Update the class schedule with the room assigned by the Schedule25 algorithm. Produces a Room  
Schedule Update report IS1205.  
 
Report: IS1205 

Room Schedule Updates  
Special Instructions None  
Frequency On-request  
Scheduling Restrictions None  
Execution Time Anytime (O, B, P or I)  
Job Completion Status JOBFAIL  
Job Groups None 
Job Dependency Schedule25 must be run to create the input for this process.  
Operator Instructions None  
Estimated Run Time 1 minutes  
Recovery/Restart This job is restartable.  

Parameters 
 
IS1201-OPT Record selection from one of the following: 

1 = Class Schedule 
2 = Class Schedule and History 
3 = Construction  
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Appendix B: Exercises 

1. What job scheduling parameters would you use if you wanted to 
create a DATAIN file where some of the classes have pre-assigned 
rooms and other classes Schedule25 needs to assign the rooms? 

2. What job scheduling parameters would you use if you wanted to 
create a DATAIN file where you want Schedule25 to assign all of 
the rooms regardless of whether there are rooms assigned or not? 

3. What RM-ASSGN-TYP codes would you use if you wanted to 
identify that more than two classes are in to be assigned into the 
same room? 

4. What RM-ASSGN-TYP codes would you use if you had an 
alternate record and the only change would be the instructor? 

5. When would you use the RSM code?  The 1SM code?  The 1XM 
code?  The RXM code? 

6. What happens to a class that has a zero capacity? 

7. What happens to a class that has the days of the week as arranged? 

8. At what point in the process would you schedule job IS1205J and 
why? 

9. List the steps you would need to take to run Schedule25. 

10. List the steps you would need to take if you had to correct the 
profiles in some way in order to make Schedule25 run without any 
errors. 

11. List the steps you would need to take if you had to make corrections 
on the construction file or the class schedule in order to make 
Schedule25 run without errors. 

12. What would you do if you accidentally mistyped the file name to 
upload when you were uploading the campus profiles into 
Schedule25? 

13. If you wanted to attach a feature to a course catalog record, which 
screen would you use? 
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14. If you wanted to attach a partition to a construction record, which 
screen would you use? 

15. If you wanted to attach a feature to an alternate construction record, 
which screen would you use? 

16. If you wanted to attach a feature to a class record, which screen 
would you use? 

17. If you wanted to attach a partition to an alternate class record, 
which screen would you use?   
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